SimplyGo Mini
Portable oxygen concentrator

Be simply confident
on the go
SimplyGo Mini is a reliable, powerful choice in lightweight portable oxygen concentrators

Are you living your life? Taking trips to the store, museum or a musical? Spending weekends away with friends and family? If you use portable oxygen, SimplyGo Mini is a powerful choice for a reliable and lightweight portable oxygen concentrator that can help you do what you want, when you want.

Reliability you can count on

We built SimplyGo Mini to be tough. During development, SimplyGo Mini was rigorously tested in real world environments including impacts, vibrations, and temperatures to deliver reliable performance day in and day out.

Simply portable

From a walk in the park to an overnight trip, SimplyGo Mini may help you remain active and provide you with flexibility while on the go.

The manufacturer of this POC has determined this device conforms to all applicable FAA requirements for POC carriage and use on board aircraft.
SimplyGo Mini offers easy-to-change lithium ion battery options with standard AC and DC power cords that add convenience and flexibility.

Choose the power option that works best for your lifestyle needs

**Available battery options:**

- Standard battery for battery duration up to 4.5 hours* (pulse setting of 2 at 20 BPM). Resulting in total SimplyGo Mini weight of 5 lbs.
- Extended battery for battery duration up to 9 hours* (pulse setting of 2 at 20 BPM). Resulting in total SimplyGo Mini weight of 6 lbs.

*Battery duration times are based on new, fully charged batteries used with a new SimplyGo Mini system. Battery duration times will degrade with battery age, environmental operating conditions, use over time, and operational condition of the concentrator.
SimplyGo Mini
at a glance

- Easy-to-use and read LCD touch screen
- Five pulse dose settings designed to keep you on the go
- Lightweight and easy to carry
- Rugged, impact-resistant design
- Simple-to-replace/remove rechargeable battery
Letting you be you

With its sleek, lightweight, and non-clinical design, SimplyGo Mini doesn’t draw attention to itself. A stylish case is included for a comfortable way for you to carry by hand or over your shoulder.

Want to go hands-free? With an optional backpack specifically designed for SimplyGo Mini, you have a comfortable way to do it.

Additional resources
Want to learn more about SimplyGo Mini and see its durability and capabilities in action?

For more information, including helpful videos, visit www.philips.us/mysimplygominini.

Call us
We’re happy to answer any questions you have. Call us at 1-844-652-1053.